
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
January 16  Society Project: DDS Oscillator & Frequency Meter. Pt 1 
 
January 23   Learning Morse: It’s my pleasure. Martyn G3UKV & Ron M0EAK 
 
January 30   Magnetic Loop Antennas. Simon G0UFE 
 
February 6  Open House and Committee Meeting. Possible temporary HF antenna 
 
February 13  Society Project: Pt 2 
 
February 20    Under-a-Fiver Construction Competition (£5 loosely interpreted!) 
 
February 27  Village Hall CLOSED. Informal meeting at The Huntsman (Little  Wenlock) 
 
March  5      Open House and Committee Meeting. (Pre-AGM) 
 
March 12        Main Construction Competition. Complete or not—bring it along! 
 
March 19       Enginuity Museum Project: Progress reports by Members 
 
March 26       Annual General Meeting. 

TDARS A.G.M. AGENDA: 
   1) Apologies 
    2) Chairman’s opening remarks & report 
     3) Minutes of TDARS AGM 28 March 2007 
      4) Matters Arising 
       5) Treasurer’s Report & Matters Arising 
        6) Election of 2008-9 Committee 
         7) Presentation of Trophies 
 
Any proposals for inclusion in the AGM must be sent (or handed) to the Hon. Secretary 
(Mike Street G3JKX 12 Ullswater Close, Priorslee, Telford TF2 9RB, or e-mail 
mjstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk) to arrive no later that Wed. 19th March 2008. 

www.TDARS.org         Programme  www.telfordhamfest.co.uk 
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 A brief Editorial this time, with so much material for the Newsletter 
received. Looking in my PC’s Newsletter Folder, I suggest Richard goes 
in for writing a histropedia for the Internet web, Bob should focus on a 
graphical proof that the camera always lies, and Mike should write a 
complete A to Z technical library in an obscure font with Slovenian bullet 
points. 
 The new venue is getting sorted out. We still have a minor issue  
regarding the requirement by the Village Hall Committee to use the 
meeting room on alternate months for their meetings, and planning   
permission for the outside antennas has not yet been approved.      
However, after just a month since we moved, great strides forward have 
taken place, and at the recent meeting arranged to hear about the 3B7C 
DX-pedition from Don Beattie (G3BJ), there was a capacity audience of 
30+. The list of TDARS members in this issue may only be around 40, 
but almost every one has been to the new venue since we moved. Long 
may we continue to have an active membership. 
             MIV 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
THANKS for Newsletter input from M1RKH, G0VXG, G8UGL, M0RJS, G3JKX, G8VZT 

 
 

Editorial 

 
One of the last meetings at Bank Road Community  Centre. 
Saying farewell to June, our  marvellous Caretaker. 



 
 
 
Club Members have been participating in this winter’s series of 
AFS contests, that cover 2 metres, 70cm, 80 metre CW and 
‘phone. It’s not too late to take part in next Saturday’s 80m 
SSB leg, from 1400-1800 UTC. (January 19th) Ideally we need 
at least 4 members to take part for a team entry. It’s good 
practice in using the SD contest logging software, as well as 
fun and bedlam! The final session is on 432 MHz, on Feb. 3rd 
0900-1300 hrs. Mainly SSB, but nothing to stop FM or CW. 
 
Richard G0VXG kindly allowed us to use his QTH again for the 
2007 Club Calls Contest, that only lasts a few hours on a November Saturday evening. 
As there is no proper software to match the logging requirements, it is a pig to complete a 
proper entry. However, it was done and the results have just come out—TDARS were 28th 
out of 92 entries, with 83 QSOs and 1214 points. The operators felt it was harder this year 
to make our mark on the band—CQs were often rather un-productive, which is a bad sign.  

It was sad to attend the recent funeral of  Roy Clarke, G8AYD who died in the last few 
days of 2007 at his home in Newport.  Roy  was not a member of TDARS, but nonetheless 
was a good friend to the Society. In particular he supported the annual Telford Radio Rally 
through his RSGB connections. He was a RSGB Regional Manager for the Midlands for 
several years, and put himself forward to be on its Council Board as late as November 
2007. Roy ran an excellent website that covered his joint interests of amateur radio and 
amateur astronomy. Four TDARS members attended the funeral, plus other R.A.s. 

 I received the list of guys who had just passed their Foundation Licence exam too late 
for inclusion in the last Newsletter. Congrats therefore to Doug Scott, Paul Schofield,   
Martyn Reid and Martin Tromans. Martyn Reid conveniently lives in Little Wenlock, and his 
callsign is now  M3YDE. He has been heard on the Telford 2m net . (where is everyone?) 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 

QTC? News & Information 

 

GB3ZME and 
GB3TF QSY... 

G4EIX gets 
tough... 

‘UKV 

‘EMM 

‘ECM 

...soon fix it! 

...it’s been there since 1992 

Ooops... 

‘EIX 



The change of location for both the three microwave beacons (GB3ZME) and the 70cm 
voice repeater (GB3TF) have been approved by OfCOM, in something of a record 6 weeks 
approximately. As radio amateurs, we are fortunate now in having a friendly figure at South-
wark Bridge in the guise of Rod Wilkinson (G3TXA) at OfCOM. Rod used to work at RSGB, 
handling licence enquiries and NoVs. 
 
 
Another good surplus equipment sale took place in 
November. All the usual suspects were there, and 
actually there were some excellent deals to be had. 
Several items of Club property have exchanged 
hands in recent weeks, including several rigs, a   
Strumech tower, 50 MHz and HF beams. A bit of 
“asset stripping” also took place in our final clearout 
visit to Bank Road  early in January! 
 

 
 
And here’s our first two organised meetings 
at Little Wenlock. 

5 Stars DXers Association do it like this… 
(Don Beattie G3BJ) - Jan. 9th. 

 
 
About 24 Members and their friends/wives had 
another grand meal at the Allscott Inn.  
We may give the Huntsman in Little Wenlock a 
 try next December—or perhaps a summer social ? 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
 

Mystery device 
 
Feeling the need for a walk after my Christmas meal I found this device at the side of the road. 
It was full of water, but when I switched it on, to my surprise it worked. I took it to pieces to dry it 
and drew the circuit diagram from the PCB as shown below.  

  
 

 
 

The puzzle is, what is it and how 
does it work? There will be a 
small prize for the best answer.  
(No purchase necessary!)   
 
Richard G0VXG 



Mike’s Piece. Calculating resistor values 
 

Some basic stuff for those who don’t know the ropes. Sometimes when we are building something, the value 
of a resistance we need is on a shelf in Maplin’s and they’re shut. Fortunately we can usually make the value 
we need from what we already have in the shack. Values of resistors in series, i.e in line and all carrying the 
same current, is simple to calculate, just add them all together. Ah; but what if we need a smaller value than 
any we have. What you need to know is that if we wire two equal value resistors in parallel, then each takes 
an identical current which must be twice that one carries, so the resistance must be 1/2. For those who have 
not done any maths for years, the forward stroke incorrectly called ‘slash’ means ‘divided by’ in maths so 1/2 
means one divided by two, equals a half. obvious to some but not all. Now to prove this. 
 
Suppose the supply voltage is 9v and one resistor is 9kohms then:-                                                                         
V/R gives I. Which is 9 / 9k = 1mA or 0.001 Amps or 10-3A 

If we wire another 9k in parallel then there must now be two lots of 1mAflowing, i.e the drain from the supply 
is now 2mA. Back to ohms law. 
V = 9v and I is now 2 mA.  So 9 / 2 x 10-3  = 9 x 103 / 2 = 4.5kohms, which is half of 9kohms, well, well! 
(Remember that the k means ‘thousand’ = 103 ) 
So wire two resistors in parallel of twice the value you need. Wonderful. 
 
But some of you will be asking how did 10-3 become 103 in the formula above. 
Well, if you re-write 2mA or 2 x 10-3  as 0.002 Amps instead, we get 9 v/ 0.002A Yuck!  
This gives us a nasty looking long division to do.    0.002)9.0000  
This is simplified by moving the decimal place of  I and the V by 3 places to the right, giving                          
2)9000.0 = 4500 ohms 
 
Can you see that by moving the decimal place of both values by 3 places to the right, is exactly the same as 
changing 10-3 below the line to 103 above it ? 
So 10-3,( or one thousandth), below the line multiplies what is above the line by 1000. (103) The reverse is 
also true. 10-3 above the line becomes 103 below. 
 
How do we get resistor values to use for a non standard value, say 43kohms. We do have a 100kohm resistor 
in our box . Call this R1. 
For resistors in parallel, ohms law states,       1  =  1  +  1               
                Rw     R1     R2 

Rwanted we know is 43k, R1 we know is 100k; we’d like to know what R2 is.                                                 
So get R2 on one side, on its own, by taking 1/100 from each side, making      1  -  1_    =  1                                          
                                                                       43    100      R2                       
(Notice I have left the kohms off the values. Remember to put it back at the end)                                     
The common denominator of 43 and 100 is 43 x 100 = 4300                                                                     
So we now have 100 – 43    =  1                                                                                                                                
               4300   4300     R2                                                                                                                                                                                  

This is  57_  which, when we take the reciprocal, becomes 4300 =  75.44(kohms)                                                           
 4300                                                                     57                                                                       
Why the reciprocal ? Well it was 1/R2 wasn’t it? 

So the resistance to put in parallel with the 100k is 75k.  
Aha! That isn’t a standard value either. So, just measure all your 10% 72k resistors and I’ll bet one of 
them is about 3k high or a 78k about 3k low! End of quest. Remember: most of the time exact values 
are not needed anyway. Easy isn’t it? As usual, practice makes perfect.             
That’s all for   now. Vy 73 Mike G3JKX 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
 

EQUIPMENT LOANS: Once again, the Society is able to loan out most items of equipment 
to paid up Members, so long as they’re  returned the following week and the usual 
“signing out” process is followed strictly.  That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you 
can’t return it on  time, please find someone else who can, or  don’t  borrow it that week! 



 
 
 
     

 By Richard M1RKH and Friends : Part 2 

  
Porthcurno Instrument room in 1941 The instrument rooms today….. 

  
    

 
 

   
King Dick Spanner identical to Martyn’s 
Field Day implement – found on tool room 
shadow board – dated to early 16th cen-
tury by official sources. 

The ABC telegraph 
system; there would 
be one at each end, 
operator pressed a 
letter button on the 
bottom dial, turns 
the handle at the 
front and the other 
end sees the letter 
on the top dial 

I believe it is a 
Wheatstone and 
Cooke double   
needle telegraph 
instrument. A   
conductor was 
needed for each 
needle. This is a 
semaphore system. 



 
 Mirror galvanometer, gives a more sensi-
tive way of reading very very small cur-
rents on very long submarine cables. The 
galvanometer is set up with the mirror and 
lamp to display on the scale which can be 
some way away. Small movements thus 

It might be part of a mirror galvanometer. 

A New Wireless Age? 
The wired telegraphy enabled great advances in all areas of life. Communications was easier and 
commerce could use it to thrive and steal competitive advantages. It was no wonder then that 
people would look at ways to transmit data without wires. After all, think how cheap it could be if 
no cables needed laying. Enter Marconi, whose tale unfurls and overlaps with the tale of the 
growth of underwater telegraphy. It should come as no surprise that one of Marconi’s experimen-
tal sites was just around the corner from Porthcurno, so that he could keep his eyes on his      
biggest competitor! 
 

 
Marconi was certainly not the first person to 
propose or experiment with the use of radio 
waves however he was the first to              
commercialise this important aspect of Physics 
first proposed by James Maxwell.  
 
Marconi lodged his first patent in 1896     
(http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901fae.htm ): 
PROVISIONAL  SPECIFICATION. IMPROVE-
MENTS  IN  TRANSMITTING  ELECTRICAL   IM-
PULSES  AND  SIGNALS,  AND  IN  APPARA-
TUS  THEREFOR. 
 
 
 

 
His successful demonstrations of wireless led to the formation of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph 
and Signal Company. Commercial success would only be assured when long distances could be 
communicated over. None the less by 1900 he had opened his factory in Chelmsford producing 
radio sets for the French and British governments. He also went about setting up shore stations 
to help ships at sea, though not in international waters such as the mid Atlantic. He realized that 
if he could come up with a system for long range communications, he could not only provide ship 
to shore comms for safety and security, he could also relay news, and even whole newspapers to 
those on board, thus making a niche technology more widely adopted.  
 
Marconi’s most important patent was Number 7777, which described tuned circuits and how sev-
eral nearby stations could transmit and receive on different frequencies. It’s good to note here 
that each wireless company developed its own Intellectual Property and would defend its patents 
in court. Exactly the same as today. 



Marconi Timeline 

 

1st December  
1899 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sir John Ambrose Fleming (invented the 
vacuum diode in 1904) appointed as    
Special Scientific Adviser 
  

 
26th April 1900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Patent No 7777 granted to Marconi 

 
2nd June 1900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marconi arrives in US for exploratory talks 
aboard SS St Paul 

 
28th June 1900 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marconi lands at Liverpool from SS Teu-
tonic. He has decided to attempt transat-
lantic communications. Convinces the 
board to fund this experiment despite poor 
financial state 

 
3rd October 1900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work begins on the Poldhu site 

 
23rd January 1901 The Lizard monitoring station at Housel 

Bay is in service as a ship to shore station, 
monitoring the signals from the Poldhu 
system and acting as a test bed for newly 
designed transceivers. 
 
 

 
1st February 1901 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commissioning of power plant for trans-
mitter is finalized 

 
1st May 1901 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First two of twenty 200ft masts a erected 

 



 
The Poldhu Transmitter 
Marconi’s success and ability to achieve transatlantic distances was dependent on his transmitter 
and its power source. He spent a lot of time trying to increase range and improve the reliability of 
the equipment and by early 1901 could achieve distances of 60miles.  
To improve on this he would have to turn his equipment into a significant piece of power generat-
ing equipment. A Hornsby Ackroyd 32bhp oil engine was used to drive a 25kW, 2kV, 50Hz alterna-
tor, manufactured by Mather and Platt of Manchester. The output fed a pair of Berry transformers, 
stepping this up to 20kV. The transformer fed a bank of capacitors which were then in turn dis-
charged over a spark gap. The high energy discharge was coupled to the aerial by 2 large HF 
transformers. Keying was done using a relay in LT (2kV) side, effectively shorting the output. The 
power design of the transmitter was done by Sir John Ambrose Flemming and at the time was 
over 100 times more powerful than anything else and would prove to be the basis for designs to 
come. 

   

1st August 1901 Aerial array at Poldhu almost complete 

 
17th September 
1901 

A sudden gale rips a mooring lug from top 
of one mast and whole construction       
collapses 

 
24th September 
1901 

Temporary aerial system erected and com-
missioned. Transmitter operational 

 
26th November Marconi, Kemp and Paget leave for St 

Johns Newfoundland on SS Sardinian.   
Marconi told the masts at cape Cod are also 
destroyed in gales 

 
9th December 1901 At signal Hill, earth connections are made 

and the balloons tethered to the telegraph 
pole ready to fly. Marconi cabled his office 
to start the Poldhu transmitter from 11th 
December 

 
12th December 1901 After days of appalling weather Marconi 

hears the voice of the Poldhu transmitter 
and receives “S” above the static S 



The letter S was chosen to relieve the switching equipment of the strain of sending longer dashes 
and made it easier for the receiver to detect the signal. The morse dash would have had a longer 
decay time after keying, leaving an even smaller gap to be detected between dash characters.  
 

 
In order for Marconi to begin his test transmis-
sions though, he had to send a telegram to his 
HQ telling them to start the test transmissions. 
Having to do this meant that there were never 
many secrets.  
The letter S was chosen to relieve the switching 
equipment of the strain of sending longer dashes 
and made it easier for the receiver to detect the 
signal. The morse dash would have had a longer 
decay time after keying, leaving an even smaller 
gap to be detected between dash characters.  
 
 
 

 

Transatlantic Success 
As Marconi boarded the Sardinian he was told of the destruction of the aerials in Newfoundland. 
He did take with him many spares though for the station. On the other side of the Atlantic he was 
met by the Minister of marine and fisheries who offered him every help to make his trip a success. 
They set up camp in an unused fever hospital attached to an old Army barracks on signal hill at 
the mouth of the harbour.  
 
It was well understood at that time that the Earth return path for the signal made big differences 
to transmission success. Zinc Earth plates were sunk and the balloons used to hoist the aerials up 
were made ready. The Telegram was sent to start transmissions and they started listening and 
trying different bits of kit.  
They used their second balloon because the first one was lost, which had a slightly shorter length 
of aerial cable. Then at 12:30 pm, Local time, Marconi heard the three clicks of the letter S. He 
handed the handset to Kemp who confirmed the signal and from this point on Marconi’s name was 
written in History and a new era of communications was launched using the electro magnetic 
wave and no cable. 
 
Reaction was mixed – skepticism in some of the Electrical journals of the time and from the press. 
However the cable companies were now in fear and would do everything to stop him. The Anglo 
American Telegraph Company invoked its charter to stop any more work going on forcing him to 
cancel more tests and dismantle his equipment. This caused outrage and several parties including 
the Canadian Government and Alexander Graham Bell offered sites and a grant was made avail-
able by the Canadian Government. Clearly the importance of what had happened was not missed.  
 
 
On 22nd February 1902 Marconi was sailing over the Atlantic on the Philadelphia to finalise the Ca-

nadian agreement, to put this time to good use he 
was allowed by the cruise line to do transmission 
tests from the ship. Strapped between the main and 
mizzen masts was a four part aerial, which main-
tained contact with Niton on the Isle of Wight for 
about 70 miles. After this Poldhu was used, with the 
transmitter being modified to transmit dashes. 
Readable messages were copied up to about 700 
miles, increasing to 2099 miles at night. The Phila-
delphia’s captain was witness to these and all critics 
were silenced. Both, fixed and maritime transmis-
sions were proved as effective and Marconi set up 
his station on Glace Bay later that year. 



The War Years 
The Marconi Company was on a roll and well placed commercially to capitalize on all things 

wireless. Indeed Marconi was one of the true entrepreneurs of his time, not always having the 
soundest business skills but always able to look just that little bit further ahead than his peers – a 
commendable skill. It didn’t take long to develop airborne sets and in 1915 these were used at 
short range to relay speech between airfields and pilots (up to about 20 miles). By 1916 weight had 
reduced so much that paratroopers could carry the kit behind enemy lines and by 1917 air to air 
comms were possible. At the end of the First World War the RAF had 1000 ground stations, 18000 
wireless operators and sets in about 600 aircraft.  
 During the Second World War the Marconi company was responsible for the transmitting an-
tennas (in the form of wire curtains), strung between steel masts. Work began on the first five in 
1935 and by May 1937 a further twenty were ordered. Chain Home became operational just in time 
for the Battle of Britain to make it a decisive component in that critical air battle. 
 

Public Broadcasting 
After the war the company invested in high power transmitter research to enable better long range 
transmissions. By this time they were building in land stations, and in 1921 two were built in Lon-
don and Essex to handle continental and transatlantic traffic. A year later it had built stations in 
South Africa and Australia, with the latter pumping out 1000kW.  
 
By the time these were commissioned they were out of date as C.S.Franklin had already developed 
12kW stations within the company. This was set up at Poldhu with a reflector to give the beam 
some directionality. To test it, Marconi took his yacht from Falmouth to Cape Verde when he was 
able to pick up 1kw signals on 97m at ranges of 1420 miles by day and 2500 miles by night. Fur-
ther experiments confirmed that it was now possible to achieve distances of 25000 miles.  
Marconi’s main sales were made for point to point communications, and it was undecided about 
broadcast. That was until a Dutch station began to use Marconi equipment to broadcast concerts. 
Never one to miss a trick, he took his Yacht into the bay of Biscay and would transmit folk songs on 
short wave. The press called for more of this public entertainment and persuaded the company to 
transmit from its Chelmsford works the first live recital by Dame Nellie Melba. The National Anthem 
was heard from Newfoundland to Iran.  
Inevitably this would be the start of public broadcast and the first true Radio Station, 2LO, named 
after its call sign began transmitting in 1922. This was to become the BBC.  
 

Poldhu then and now 
 

The original stately mansion that 
used to house Marconi’s operations 
at Poldhu is now an old people’s 
home, on a long slog up a steep 
road from the beach itself. Next to 
it the National Trust has a small 
museum to recount the Marconi 
story, ashamedly, far too small to 
match the full significance of this 
man and the technology he fos-
tered. The Poldhu radio club use 
this building as a 
shack, with 2 
permanent     
stations where 

you can transmit (if you take your licence!). The museum is staffed by the club-
bers and they sell some stuff like mugs and a DVD (which I now have). The club 
has a large membership, obviously weighted by “out of towners” but they were 
very friendly and invited me to their club nights. On the hill behind the shack is 
the Marconi monument, the only tribute to the man in the region, it is a real 
shame they don’t make more of an effort to make people aware of their presence 
I had to follow numerous leads to find out about them and find where they actu-
ally were, ending up with only 20 minutes before the place closed. I knew this 
was going to be my only opportunity to get to Poldhu since family was by now   
moaning so I speed marched up the hill, but was very happy I did. 



 
 
 

 

 
Tim Cappleman  2E0BDZ 
Ray Corbett   2E1HTU 
Stan  Houlding  G0BYA 
Dave Harris   G0CER 
Derek Southey  Curator G0EYX 
Simon Bird        CM  G0UFE 
Richard Wilkinson  Chair G0VXG 
Mick Finch   G0VXJ 
Gordon Pooler  G0WQH 
Michael Street   H.Sec         G3JKX 
Tony Preedy   G3LNP 
Martyn Vincent   News.Ed  G3UKV 
Peter Sherwood  G4AUY 
Mike Davies   G4AUZ 
David Whalley     CM        G4EIX 
Gary Bolas   G4FJQ 
John Butler   G4JOW 
Mike Jones    CM          G4NKC 
Bill Taylor   G6NWT 

Albert Moore   G7LGH 
George Shepherd  G8BKH 
Jim Wakenell     H.Tres       G8UGL 
Dave Hall                    G8VZT 
Dave Morris                       GM3YEW 
Ron Cappleman  M0EAK 
Chris  Martin      CM  M0ECM 
David Martin   M0EMM 
Don Sunderland  WebM M0FHM 
Eric Arkinstall    M0KZB 
Peter Wallace   M0OAR 
Bob Roberts                 M0RJS 
Tony Woodwood CM M0TAW 
Raymond Watson  M1AQS 
Peter Griffiths  M1FGN 
Richard Herbert   CM M1RKH 
Martyn Reid   M3YDE 
John Alexander  
                              37 paid up Members 

Telford & District A.R.S. Paid-Up Membership January 2008 

IF YOUR NAME DOES NOT APPEAR ON THIS LIST, AND YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE 
PAID YOUR DUES, PLEASE LET JIM KNOW IMMEDIATELY ! 

 
 

Where are we now? 
Funnily enough both old and new exist in the same neck of the woods as Goonhilly Satellite 

Earth station is not far away, this gives an example of what state of the art telecommunications looks 
like. Sadly this is to be sold off and the operations moved to Hereford.  

The big dish at the front of the visitor centre (shown left) is called   Arthur 
and was the worlds first parabolic satellite communications dish. It was 
commissioned in 1962, weighs 1118 tonnes and has a diameter of 25.9m. 
At that time geostationary satellites weren’t used so it had to tracks the 
satellites in low earth orbit which would constantly rotate around the 
earth. Designed to track the Telstar satellite it can move through 360   
degrees and from a horizontal plane to 
vertical plane in under 3 minutes.  
Right is Merlin, unofficially known as Blue 
Peter since they covered its opening. It is 
32m in diameter and is famous for carry-
ing the Live Aid concert in 1985. The 
whole in the centre of the dish is big 
enough to drive a Mini through.  
These days, with advances in receiver  
design the dishes can be a lot smaller 
than these. These dishes form the link 
between the satellite and the land based 

communications, which for high data rates use optical fibres.  
In 1988, GEC and Marconi merged just their telecoms divisions to become GEC-Plessey Telecommuni-
cations (GPT). The owner of GPT is now Ericsson.  
Credits: I can’t take much credit for these articles as most of the material was gathered at various 
museums while I should have been on Holiday. All I’ve done is process the data and crop the many 
pictures I took to make it all hang together. I used various paper and internet sources to confirm and 
extract facts but none the less, what I thought was going to be a weekends work ended up taking me 
between August and October to complete. I hope you enjoy it and would be happy to receive your 
comments on the items mentioned, some of you will have a closer knowledge of this than I.   
Porthcurno museum: http://www.porthcurno.org.uk/ 
Poldhu Radio club: http://www.gb2gm.org/ 
The Marconi Collection in Oxford: http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/marconi/ 
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guglielmo_Marconi 
Marconi Companies archives: http://www.marconicalling.com/introsting.htm 
The Marconi Foundation: http://www.fgm.it/site/index.php 


